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Abstract: For distributed parameter systems, recognition of state change is crucial to process operation with a 
wide range of motivations, for example, sensitivity analysis of input condition, selection of operating point and 
abnormal situation diagnosis, etc. A key task therein is developing a criterion from which the extent of state 
change can quantitatively determinated. In this paper, a novel concept, namely the POD (proper orthogonal 
decomposition) angle is proposed to form such a criterion, which is developed from the POD technique. Based 
on this new concept, some of its theoretical properties are also described and proven along with the introduction 
of POD angle. As an illustrative example for the usage of POD angle, a cyclohexane process is studied where 
the POD angle is used to analyze the influence of feed temperature on the temperature distribution of whole 
system. It is demonstrated that when feed temperature is operated in the range of 100 to 120 °С, the POD angle 
will experience a change of 17.8022°, corresponding to fluctuant amplitude of 82.0309 °С for the system 
temperature. Therefore, temperature distribution of system is sensitive to feed temperature in this situation. On 
the other hand, when feed temperature is operated in the range of 120 to 200 °С, the POD angle changes only 
1.1595° on average whilst the temperature distribution of whole system average varies only 5.0486 °С, hence 
we conclude that the feed temperature imposes a minor impact on the temperature of the system as compared 
with the former case. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
 
Keywords: Distributed parameter systems, Eigenfunction, Proper orthogonal decomposition, Cyclohexane 
process, Operating point. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

For actual industrial applications, almost all 
systems possess spatial distribution in some extent. 
Although some systems can be viewed as lumped 
parameter systems for simplicity under certain 
conditions, the lumped parameter theory can no 
longer meet the requirement with the improved 

requirements for accuracy with the progress of 
modern industrial applications. The research of 
distributed parameter system is becoming more and 
more urgent. In the research field of distributed 
parameter systems, there are three basic approaches, 
namely the theoretical analysis, experimental 
measurement and numerical simulation, each with 
their own features. Though the methodology itself is 
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theoretically founded, theoretical analysis for 
complex production process is often impossible due 
to the limitation of technical reasons. Up to date, the 
latter two classes of approaches, analysis of 
experimental measurement and numerical simulation, 
cover the majority of practical researches toward 
distributed parameter systems. Specifically, 
Experimental measurement information is obtained 
by imposing actual operations on the device, hence 
the real states/outputs of system are recorded by the 
sensors. However, the cost of conducting such an 
experiment is usually expensive. Moreover, it is hard 
to accurately get all the states of whole system, with 
limited number and precision level of sensors. 
Numerical simulation is termed as a kind of computer 
simulation method, which forms another class of 
approaches for system analysis. In this routine, the 
system states of the entire computational domain can 
be provided by the computer program upon request 
via simulation. Nevertheless, a shortcoming would 
refer to the fact that the changes of boundary and 
initial condition, as well as the influences of 
interference, can’t be handled quickly and efficiently. 

In recent years, the numerical simulation method 
of distributed parameter system emerges quickly in 
the advance of rapid development of the finite 
element technology and has been applied in various 
disciplines. Since it exhibits many appealing features 
over experimental and theoretical studies,  
finite element technology is favored by both 
engineers and academic researchers. There were 
many successful applications reported in automobile, 
aircraft manufacturing, chemical industry and 
metallurgy [1-3].  

For industrial processes, many important 
decisions, such as the sensitivity analysis of input 
condition, selection of static operating point and 
abnormal situation diagnosis, heavily rely on the 
analysis of distributed parameter systems. They are 
all closely related to a common yet crucial task, 
namely the recognition of state changes of distributed 
parameter system, which is also the subjective of this 
work. In most cases, the theoretical analysis of a 
distributed parameter system is often prohibitive due 
the complexities of real processes (Except for very 
simple systems with small scales). System features 
should be extracted from the data, which are obtained 
through conducting experiments or computer 
simulations. Therefore, a particular means of 
analyzing data should be sought in order to 
accurately and efficiently extract the features of 
systems under research [1]. Because the distributed 
parameter system has an infinite number of degrees 
of freedom in theory, there are still no unified and 
generally accepted standards on how to determine the 
state changes of a distributed parameter system. At 
present, the analysis of distributed parameter system 
mainly depends on the subjective judgment from 
field operators/engineers, which calls for a deep 
understanding and comprehensive expert knowledge 
toward the physical processes.  

In this paper, the problem of quantitatively 
determining state changes of a distributed parameter 
system is addressed. Provided with sufficient data 
which are generated by computer simulations with 
finite element technique, an effective data processing 
method is developed. Precisely, a concept of POD 
angle is introduced to form a criterion for 
determining the state changes of a distributed 
parameter system. For illustrative purpose, the POD 
angle is used to analyze a process of cyclohexane 
production. The results demonstrate that 
determination of temperature distribution changes 
can be successively realized with developed 
methodology, furthermore, the abnormal situation 
and static operating point are also ascertained. 
 
 

2. POD and its Related Properties 
 

POD (Proper Orthogonal Decomposition) is 
described as a kind of high efficient linear data 
processing technology based on statistics. Its 
mathematical basis is a spectrum decomposition of 
compact self-adjoint operators in Hilbert space. In 
different disciplines [4-6], POD is also sometimes 
termed with different names, such as K-L 
decomposition, SVA, etc. A fundamental assumption 
of POD is that the features of system underline in the 
data of system response.  

In this case, the features of system can be 
obtained through performing the POD analysis for 
these data. In POD, the high dimensional (n) complex 
data are transformed to a much lower dimensional 
(m, m<<n) coordinates space, where the original 
complex data set can be simply and still accurately 
described by the reduced m coordinates. Through the 
POD operation, the original complex data set is 
decomposed into linear superposition of a series of 
orthogonal eigenfunctions. The orthogonal 
eigenfunctions form a space which is called as the 
feature subspace of the system. 

Suppose there is a set of data { }l

jjl dD
1=

=  

obtained by experiments or simulations. jd  is the  

n-dimensional column vector composed of the states 
at n locations. The set lD  is assumed to be 

representative of the dynamic behavior of the system 
in the range of initial conditions, parameters, inputs, 
or some perturbations of interest. The goal of POD is 

to get the eigenfunctions { }∞
=1j j

ψ  by operation of the 

set lD . The properties of POD used in this paper are 

described as follows. 

Proposition 1 Let { }∞
=1j j

ψ  be a set of complete 

orthogonal basis of a Hilbert space H. Arbitrary 
Hu ∈ , then 

 

 
j

1

ψ
∞

=

=
j

jau , (1) 
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where ja  is the coefficient. 

Proposition 2 Let { }k

j 1j =
ψ  be a set of orthogonal 

basis of a space H, then the set { }k

jjjj A
1

|
=

= ψφφ  is 

also a set of orthogonal basis of the space H, where 

nnA ×  is an orthogonal linear transformation. 

Because the POD is not a new technology and not 
a major contribute of the present work, the details  
of operation, theoretical basis and proof of 
proposition 1, 2 can be found elsewhere, for example, 
we refer interested readers to literatures [5, 7-9] for 
more details. 
 
 
3. The Determination of Subspace 

Changes 
 

Let ),,( ωxtu  be the state of a distributed 

parameter system, where ),0[ ∞∈t , Ω∈x , and ω  is 

the various conditions to determine the state u. k 
times simulations or tests are operated on the system 
when )1( kii == ωω . The state u will change 

when iωω =  and jωω = )( ji ≠  are different. A set 

of eigenfunctions can be obtained by POD 
when iωω = . These eigenfunctions form a feature 

subspace is , which is a tangent space of the system 

state as shown in Fig. 1. 

The subspace is  (P) and js  (Q) are different 

when the system possesses distributed nature. If the 
data obtained from P and Q are not distinguished, and 
regarded as the same data source, the system 
subspace obtained by POD is an average description 
of subspaces is  and js . Its nature will be different 

from the nature of the system itself. Therefore the 
system properties obtained from the analysis of POD 
are particularly sensitive to disturbances of system 
[10]. The main reason is differences of features at 
different conditions which are caused by the 
nonlinear nature of distributed parameter systems. 
Therefore the changes of system state caused byω  
have to be determined. Subspace obtained by POD is 
able to well approximate the original system only 
when the changes of system features are not very 
violent, i.e. as linear as possible. Because the 
distributed parameter system has inherently infinite 
degrees of freedom, it is necessary to introduce a 
quantitative criterion to determine the changes of 
system features, which is going to be addressed in the 
remainder of this work.  

As shown in Fig. 1, when the system features 
change greatly, for example from P to Q, the angle 
α  between different subspaces is large. Such 
intuitive observation forms the fundamental 
motivation of this work, where the angle is used as a 
quantitative criterion to determine the changes of 
system features.  

To illustrate the objectivity of the angle definition 
and facilitate later developments, we firstly introduce 
the following several mathematical lemmas and 
theorems. 
 
 
 

P

Q

 
 

Fig. 1. The sketch of POD. 
 
 

Lemma 1 If mR is a subspace of nR (m<n), then 

each vector p in nR  can be uniquely expressed as 
 

 rqp += , (2) 
 

where mRq ∈ , ( )⊥
∈ mRr , and ( )⊥mR  is the 

orthogonal complement space of mR . Lemma 1 is a 
basic conclusion in linear theory. The proof is 
represented in literatures [11-13].  

Lemma 2 The angle between vector q and p 
decomposed by Lemma 1 is the smallest among all 

the vectors of mR .  

Proof Let },,,{span 21 n
n eeeR = , where 

},,,{ 21 neee   is the standard orthogonal basis of nR . 

Let },,,{span 21 m
m eeeR = ,（ m<=n） , so 

 
 ⊥⊕= )( mmn RRR , (3) 

 

Let nRp ∈ , then 
 

  =
=

n

i iiep
1
α , (4) 

 

where },,,{ 21 nααα   are the coefficients. According 

to Lemma 1, let  =
=

m

i iieq
1
α ,  +=

=
n

mi iier
1
α , and 

mRq ∈ , ( )⊥∈ mRr .  

Let mRv ∈ be an arbitrary vector which is 
different from q. There exists a sequence 

},,,{ 21 nβββ   to establish the formula 
 

  =
=

m

i iiev
1
β , (5) 

 

Due to Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
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(6) 

 

As p is the nonzero vector, 0>p  

qp

qp

vp

vp •≤•
  

pqpv ∠≤∠ coscos  

pqpv ∠≥∠  
 

Therefore among all the angles between the 

vector p in nR  and arbitrary vector in subspace mR , 
the angle between vector p and q is the minimum. 

Definition 1 E′ and E ′′  are two subspaces of 
Euclidean space E. Let the normalized vectors f ′ , f ′′  

respectively change on the unit spheres of E′ , E ′′ . 
The angle expressed with 1θ between f ′ and f ′′  

reaches a minimum when 1ff ′=′  and 1ff ′′=′′ . Let 

f ′  change on unit sphere of E′ , also 0),( 1 =′′ ff . Let 

f ′′ change on   unit sphere of E ′′ ,   also 0),( 2 =′′′′ ff . 

The angle expressed with 2θ ( 12 θθ ≤ ) between f ′  

and f ′′  reaches a minimum when 2ff ′=′  and 

2ff ′′=′′ . Continuing in this way, a sequence of 

angles },,{ 1 kθθ   is obtained, 

( ) ( ){ }EEk ′′′= dim,dimmax . },,{ 1 kθθ   is called the 

main-angle sequence. 
Definition 2 Let },,{ 1 kθθ   be the main-angle 

sequence between subspaces E′ and E ′′ . 1θ  is called 

the  main angle between subspaces E′ and E ′′ . 
Theorem 1 The main-angle sequence between 

subspaces E′ and E ′′  is unique. 
Proof Let f ′  change on the unit sphere of E′ . 

Because of EEf ⊆′∈′ and Lemma 1 
 

 hff +′′=′ μ , (7) 
 

where μ is the coefficient, ( )⊥′′∈ fh . Let f ′′ change 

on the unit sphere of E ′′ when f ′ changes on the unit 

sphere of E′ . The angle between f ′  and f ′′  is 

unique by Lemma 2. According to the definition 1 
 

 { }11
,

1
11

min ff
EfEf

′′′∠=
′′∈′′′∈′

θ , (8) 
 

where 1111 hff +′′=′ μ , 1μ is the coefficient, ( )⊥′′∈ 11 fh . 

E′ and E ′′ can be represented as expressions  
 

 ( )⊥′⊕′=′ ffE 1 , (9) 

 ( )⊥′′⊕′′=′′ 11 ffE , (10) 
 

From the Definition 1, 2f ′ is determined, 

( )⊥′∈′ 12 ff . According to the Lemma 1 
 

 2222 hff +′′=′ μ , (11) 
 

where 2μ  is the coefficient, ( ){ }⊥′′′′∈ 212 ,span ffh . 

While 2f ′  changes on the unit sphere of ( )⊥′1f , 2f ′′  

changes on the unit sphere of ( )⊥′′1f . According to 

Lemma 2, the angle between 2f ′  and 2f ′′  is unique 
 

 
( ) ( )

{ }22
,

2
1212

min ff
ffff

′′′∠=
⊥⊥ ′′∈′′′∈′

θ , (12) 

 
Evidenced by the same token, kθθ ,,3   are 

uniquely determined. The theory is proven. 
Theorem 2 },,{ 1 kθθ   is irrelevant to the 

selections of eigenfunctions of the subspaces E′   
and E ′′ . 

Proof Given a subspace },,{span 1 mffE ′′=′  ,  

},,{ 1 mff ′′ is a set of orthogonal basis. So ii fAe ′=′  

( )mi ,,1=  are also orthogonal bases of subspace 

E′ according to Proposition 2 if nnA ×  is an 

orthogonal matrix. iθ  is uniquely determined by if ′  

and if ′′  in subspace E′ and E ′′ . But there are infinite 

kinds of basis function selections in subspaces E′  
and E ′′ , so the determination of iθ is irrelevant to the 

selection of basis function. The theory is proven. 
In order to analyze the changes of a distributed 

parameter system, two sets ( )11 ,, ωxtuu = , 

( )22 ,, ωxtuu = are given. POD is executed separately 

for the set u1 and u2. },,{span 11 meeE ′′=   is obtained 

under the condition 1ω , and },,{span 212 peeeE ′′′′′′=  is 

obtained under the condition 2ω . },,{ 21 meee ′′′   and 

},,{ 21 peee ′′′′′′  are the orthogonal basis functions by 

the POD. 
Theorem 3 If iii ee ′′′∠=α , then  

 
 Cii ≡−αθ , (13) 

 
where C is the constant. 

Proof If the main-angle sequence },,{ 1 kθθ  is 

determined by },,{ 1 mff ′′  and },,{ 21 pfff ′′′′′′   

according to Definition 1. },,{ 1 mff ′′  and 

},,{ 21 pfff ′′′′′′   can be seen as basis functions of E′  

and E ′′ . There exists matrix A′  and A ′′  to make 

ii eAf ′′=′ , ( )mi ,,1= , ii eAf ′′′′=′′ , ( )pi ,,1=  hold 

according to Proposition 2.  
Main-angle sequence can be represented as 

 
 ( )iiiii eAeAff ′′′′′′∠=′′′∠= ,θ , (14) 
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where if ′  equals to ie′  rotated by A′ , and if ′′  equals 

to ie ′′ rotated by A ′′ . Because A′  and A ′′  are 

uniquely determined, Cii ≡−αθ , where C is a 

coefficient. The theory is proven. 
Definition 3 11ee ′′′∠=α  is called POD angle. 

Corollary POD angle α  is unique. 
Proof According to Theorem 1, 3, C and iθ   

are uniquely determined, so α is also  
uniquely determined. 

Given the data set },,{ 1 kuu  , which can be 

obtained by doing experiments with the distribution 
parameter system in different conditions, the 
corresponding subspaces can be obtained by POD 
respectively. The POD angles can be obtained finally.  

With above derivations, we see that when the 
difference between features of system reflected by 
the data ji uu ,  is large, the POD angle will change 

greatly. Therefore, the POD angle can be used as a 
standard to measure the change of the features of 
system. In the next section, the process of 
cyclohexane production is explored with the 
application of the proposed POD angle. 
 
 
4. A Simulation Example 
 

The process of cyclohexane production in a fixed 
tube array reactor for hydrogenation of benzene is 
shown in Fig. 2. Benzene and hydrogen are mixed 
and fed into the heating furnace, then the mixture 
enters the reactor after preheating [14]. 
 
 

 M
ixing m

aterials

 
 

Fig. 2. The sketch of cyclohexane production. 
 
 

The heat balance equation is as follows 
 









∂
∂+

∂
∂=

Δ
+

∂
∂

222
2

2
2

1

1

xxxGC

k

GC

Hr

x p

e

p

xBA θθρθ
, (15) 

 
where θ  is the temperature (°С), ]1,0[1 ∈x (m) is the 

axial distance, ]025.0,0[2 ∈x (m) is the radial 

distance, the values of other parameters are shown in 

Table 1. Boundary conditions and initial conditions 
for this system are: 

 

001
| θθ ==x      0θ  is the feed temperature; 

0| 0
2

2
=

∂
∂

=xx

θ
 

( )wwxe h
x

k θθθ −=
∂
∂− = 025.0

2
2

|  

 
 

Table 1. The operating conditions and the corresponding 
physical data. 

 
Name Value 

Total pressure 1.25 atm 
Tube diameter 2.5 cm 
Quality Speed G 631 kg/m2·hr 
Molar flow ratio of benzene 
hydrogen  m 

30 

Molar percentage of benzene 0.0323 
Thermal conductivity ke 0.65 kal/ m2·hr·°С 

Catalyst density Bρ  1200 kg/m3 

Wall temperature ωθ   100 °С  

Reaction heat 2xHΔ   -49250 kcal/kg-mol 

Tube length 1 m 
The average molecular of the 
reaction gas 

4.47 

Overall heat transfer 
coefficient 65.8 kal/ m2·hr·°С 

Wall mirror film heat transfer 
coefficient hw 112 kal/ m2·hr·°С 

Average fluid specific heat CP 1.74 kcal/kg-mol 
 
 

In addition, other relationships among various 
variables and operating conditions are described  
as follows 

1) The reaction rate equation: 
 

 

( )4
332211

3
3

3
311

1 PKPKPK

PKPkK
rA +++

= , (16) 

 
where P  denotes the partial pressure (atm). Rates are 
as follows  
 

RRTk /3.32/12100 +−=  
RRTK /1.23/112001 −−=  

RRTK /4.19/89002 −=  

RRTK /9.31/155003 −=  

 
where subscript 1, 2, 3 represents hydrogen, benzene, 
cyclohenxane respectively, and R is the ideal gas 
constant (1.987 cal/mol·K). 

2) The operating conditions and the 
corresponding physical data are shown in Table 1. 

The changes of operating conditions, as well as 
some physical parameter variations will affect the 
process of cyclohexane production. The changes of 
system temperature distribution θ  affected by the 
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feed temperature 0θ  will be analyzed with POD 

angle. In this case, the solver “pdepe” of Matlab is 
applied. Both axial and radial are divided into  
50 aliquots. Feed temperature ]200,100[0 ∈θ °С, the 

step is 5 °С. The eigenfunctions are obtained by the 
POD when feed temperature is changed each time. 
POD angle of adjacent subspaces are calculated when 
feed temperature changes. Curve of POD angle is 
shown in Fig. 3. The average changes of temperature 
are shown in Fig. 4 when feed temperature changes.  

The changes of POD angle are bigger in Fig. 3 
when feed temperature ranges from 100 to 120 (°С). 
Fig. 4 shows the average temperature fluctuations of 
the system in this scope. 

The changes of the temperature distribution in the 
system are shown in Fig. 5 when the feed 
temperature 0θ  changes from 100 °С to 200 °С with 

a step change of 5 °С (When the feed temperature 
ranges from 150 to 200 °С, the system temperature 
changes are substantially similar, therefore the 
temperature changes in the system only are kept 
between 100 and 155 °С). The maximal fluctuation 
goes up to 0309.82− °С, 0309.82 °С, 4001.49− °С 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a), (b), (c). The 
system temperature distribution significantly changes 
when feed temperature varies from 100 to  
120 degrees which are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. It 
can be observed that the variations of the POD angle 
are small when the feed temperature is between  
140 and 200 °С, while the average temperature 
changes only 5.0486 °С. The average temperature 
will increase as well, when feed temperature 
increases in Fig. 4. It is obvious that POD angle 
explains the changes of temperature distribution in 
Fig. 3 better than average temperature in Fig. 4.  

The system temperature distribution is sensitive to 
the changes of feed temperature by viewing POD 
angle when the feed temperature changes between 
100 and 120 degrees. When the feed temperature is 
operated between 140 and 200 °С, the distribution of 
temperature is not sensitive to the value of feed 
temperature. 

The product quality and production efficiency 
will be affected when the temperature is  
either too high or too low in the process of 
cyclohexane production. 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Changes of POD angle. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Changes of average temperature. 

 
 

    
 

Fig. 5 (a). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 
changed: 105100:0 →θ  

Fig. 5 (b). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 
changed: 110105:0 →θ  
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Fig. 5 (c). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 
changed: 115110:0 →θ  

Fig. 5 (d). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 
changed: 120115:0 →θ  

 
 

  
 

Fig. 5 (e). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 
changed: 125120:0 →θ  

Fig. 5 (f). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 
changed: 130125:0 →θ  

 
 

  
 

Fig. 5 (g). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 
changed: 135130:0 →θ  

Fig. 5 (h). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 
changed: 140135:0 →θ  
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Fig. 5 (i). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 

changed: 145140:0 →θ  
Fig. 5 (j). Changes of temperature when temperature of feed 

changed: 155150:0 →θ  

 
 

For the sake of operation, the temperature 
distribution is expected to be not significantly 
impacted by fluctuations of feed temperature. So, in 
this sense, the process of production should be easily 
maintained for stabilization. As a conclusion, the 
stable operating point should be determined as 

1250 =θ  through the above analysis, under which 

condition the system temperature distribution is 
shown in Fig. 6.  

Furthermore, the first two eigenfunctions are 
shown by POD in Fig. 7. It can be observed from the 
visualized image that the first eigenfunction 
contributes most features of temperature distribution, 
where the shapes Fig. 6 and Fig. 7(a) are very similar 
while Fig. 7(b) is almost flat. The following 
eigenfunctions have more and more fluctuations. 

 
 

Fig. 6. Temperature distribution of cyclohexane  
production ( 1250 =θ ). 

 
 

    
 

(a)  The first eigenfunction                                (b) The second eigenfunction 
 

Fig. 7. Eigenfunctions of POD (θ0= 125). 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, a novel concept of POD angle was 
proposed based on the proper orthogonal 

decomposition (POD) technology, which serves as a 
criterion for recognition of state changes of 
distribution parameter system. Besides, the theory 
that the main-angle sequence between subspaces was 
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irrelevant to the selection of basis vectors in subspace 
was described and proven. In addition, the 
uniqueness of POD angle was also proven. As an 
illustrative example of the application of POD angle, 
a process of cyclohexane production was studied and 
the usage of proposed contributions was verified. 
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